FIND YOUR BRACELET SIZE

HOW TO MEASURE YOUR WRIST SIZE

Step 1
To find your bracelet or bangle size, choose one of your own that is almost similar in style and size that you
want to buy. If you do not have a similar model, you can measure it in a different way.
To properly measure your wrist you can use a soft measuring tape and wrap it around your wrist, just above
the wrist bone. If you do not have a measuring tape available, you can use a piece of string and measure that
with a straight ruler to get your measurement.
How tight or loose you must fit the measuring tape around your arm depends on the type of bracelet you
want to wear. You wear a link bracelet rather looser, an open bangle rather tighter and with a closed bangle
your hand can only just slide through the bangle.
Keep this in mind when measuring.
Step 2
Please print the pages without scaling. To verify if this page is printed correctly, use a ruler to measure the
scale. It should correspond with the dimensions or diameters indicated on the chart
Step 3
Place the similar model or the measured tape from your arm size on the chart to see which size you need.
Ines Bouwen is not responsible for any mismeasurement. If you have any questions, please contact our
customer service at shop@inesbouwen.be

SIZES FOR CLOSED BANGLE

PLACE BANGLE OR MEASURE TAPE ON THE CIRCLE (slide-on style only)

SIZES FOR OPEN BANGLE

PLACE BANGLE OR MEASURE TAPE ON THE OVAL DRAWING

SIZES FOR LINK BRACELET

MEASURE WHICH SIZE YOU NEED

Step 1
Measure your wrist and pay attention that you wear a link bracelet rather looser.
Step 2
Measure the length of your similar bracelet or the length of the measurement tape.
The image of step 2 does not represent reality, please use your own straight ruler.

SIZE

LENGTH

SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

15 - 17 cm
17 - 19 cm
19 - 21 cm

If your wrist circumference is somewhere in between, you have to decide for yourself whether you want to wear the bracelet looser or tighter.

